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FINITE-ENERGY SUM RULES FOR LIMITING FRAGMENTATION 

* IN THE TRIPLE REGGEON REGION 

Martin B. Einhorn 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

April 27, 1971 

ABSTRACT 

Finite energy sum rules are presented for the 

momentum distribution of single particle inclusive pro-

ductio~ near the boundary of the fragmentation region. 

In principle, the sum rules permit the determination of 

triple Reggeon cOlipting constants by averaging over 

missing mass spectra measured at high beam energies. 

Under the impetus of Mueller's analysis,l our theoretical 

understanding of inclusive eXperiments has been considerably improved. 

The momentum distribution of the production of a particular particle in 

an inclusiVe eXperiment is·related toa certain· discontinui ty of the 

corresponding three~body scatteringamPlitude. 2 Consequently. the 

existence of limiting distributions in those par~s of phase space 

commonly referred to as the fragmentation regior:s·and the pionization 
. . 

region is simply the result of the dominance cif·· Pomeron exchange. The 

rate of approach to these limits is determined by the exchange of lower

lying trajectories.' As a consequence of factorization, the fragmenta

tion of the target should be independent of the projectile, and the 

pionization distribution should be independent of both target and 

projectile. Moreover, the relative normalization of the distributions 
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for any two reactions is determined by the ratio of Regge pole residues. l 

Although other points ofview4-6 yield some of these results, the 

analysis based on Regge phenomenology is by far the richest and most 

detailed description of inclusive production we now have. 6,7 

Except in the triple Reggeon region8 (defined belOW), little 

progress has been made so far on the more difficult problem of under-

standing the shapes of these limiting distributions. In two-body scat-

tering, the analogous problem is the determination of Regge residues, 

where finite~energy sum rules (FESR) have been found useful. There is 

the widespread feeling9 that duality has an equally important role to 

play in inclusive eXperiments; it is the purpose of this paper to make 

this feeling somewhat more precise. Specifically, we derive FESR for 

limiting fragmentation, which relate the quasi-two body region of low 

to intermediate missing mass to the tr.ipleReggeon region. In principle, 

then, given data at several different beam energies on missing mass 

distributions throughout the resonance region, these FESR can be used 

to determine triple Reggeon coupling constants. 

For simplicity, we assume all particles have spin zero and are 

of equal mass m; the general case will be discussed elsewhere. lO 

Consider the inclusive process a + b 4 C + X, for fixed momenta 

Pa' Pb' Pc' _The differential cross section will be written as 

2 1 
[s(s - 4m )J2~, (1) 

which defines the Lorentz-invariant scalar 'tr;. It is a function of 

three kinematical invariants, which can be chosen to be 

s t u 
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The missing mass W is related to these by 

s + t + u. 

For future reference, we also define the "crossing energy" 

v (p - p )-n. a c·o (4) 

We shall find it convenient to work in the brick-wall frame o·f the 

momentum transfer q = Pa - Pc and to choose 

(E 0 0 p), (E 00 -p), 

We parameterize the third momentum in terms of boost· angles ~ and ljr 

as 

Pb m(cosh ~ cosh ljr, sinh.~ cosh ljr, 0, - sinh ljr). (6) 

2 
Notice that for fixed t = ~4p , fixed. ljr corresponds to a fixed value 

of the missing mass W. We wish now to diz:ect our attention to a.high 

energy limit corresponding to the. fragmentation of a, viz., ljr -> 00 

b for fixed t and fixed ~,denoted a -> c. It follows. from' Mueller's 

analysis1 that in this limit, we expect (see Fig. 1) 

where the sums extend over all Regge poles which can couple to the bb 

system. For simplicity, we have assumed dominance by effective poles 

and dispiayed factorization explicitty (1. e., the' fj depend only on 

particles a and c and are independent of particle b). We have 

extracted a signature factor 't"j from the definition of f j . 

coefficient of the coupling of the Pomeron, f (t,~) r . P, is 
p bb 

b called thelimi ting distribution' for the fra€Pnentation a -> c. 

The 

usually 

For our 

FESR, we will also need the react ionll a +. b -> c. + X, for which we 

define an invariant 117 by an equation analogous to Eq. (1). We 

.expect the' fragmfmtation b a -> C to be given by12 
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(8) 

Notice, ,that by charge-conjugation invariance, b -b-a -> C = a -> C, an 

observation useful in analyzing experiments. Then we can write our 

the sum is taken over poles of ei thereven (+) or odd (-) signature and. 

(_)n+.l = the parity of the integer n satisfies - 't"j' The integral must 

be performed at fixed t and fixed ~.' It follows from (5) and (6) 

that, for large v, 

(10) 

Although the FESR involve directly measured cross sections, the left

hand side of Eq. (9) is not the area under a missing mass distribution 

at fixed beam energy, but rather the beam energy and missing mass must 

be kept in a more or less fixed ratio, as seen from Eq. (10). Inci-

dentally, the two-body or elastic peak shOUld be included in the inte

gral on the left-hand side. We believe that the FESR given in Eq. (9) 

are valid only for cosh ~ sufficiently large. 13 In this case, the 

distribution fj is dominated by Reggepoles in the ac channel and 

has the form 

where 

~L 
RR' 

~, denotes the triple 
-i~ 

(-1 - 't"R e )/sin nOR' 

14 Reggeon coUpling constant, and 

(li) 

The derivation below suggests the following generalization of 

the Harari-Freund hypothesis?5 Resonances in the missing mass b'~_ld 

--:t 

11>, 
I 
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up the ordinary Regge poles on the right hand side of Eq. (9), but the 

limi ting distribution, which is the coefficient of thE Pomeron as noted 

above, is built up from the background in the missing mass spectrum. 

It is tempting to try to use theseFESR to evaluate the triple Pomeron 

coupling cOnstant, about Which there is considerable speculation.16 

However, in surveying the data on missing mass experiments, we found 

few reactions for Which missing mass spectra have been measured at 

several different beam energies. Our search was doubly'frustrating, 

since our,FE$R require this data for a pair of reactions. It would be 

very useful, for example, to have p R. p to complement the data on 

p R. p. Experiments at other beam energies are needed on - p -
11 ~;n: and 

- p - + p +17 we found no measurements ·of the crossed reaction 11 ~1l = 11 ~1l • 

Such measurements could be done at current accelerator energies and the 

eValuation of the sum rules would allow the prediction of fragmentation 

in the triple Reggeon region which will presumably be measured at NAL 

and at the ISR. One might also consider using inclusive photoproduction 

r andelectroproduction experiments, a ~ c, which has the advantage of 

being self-conjugate. (The pr~sEnce of a real fixed pol~~8 will not 

cl1ange these FESR. )Fra@!lentation of'the photon, 
a r .~ c, could also be 

explored (here one requires r~ c as well), and there is no reason' 

why this photon cannot be vi~L 

We will now sketch our derivation of these FESR. Consider the 

reaction a + b ~c + N, where N is a collection of N particles of 

definite momenta 

ant amplitude TN 

expansion 

Pl' P2' ••. , PN· For fixed t, we expand theinvari

for this process in a crossed-channel partial-wave 
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2;;' I de(2' + 1) 
£ ' TO (t,N) dO {;(t). n n - (12) 

·n 

We define the partial-wave amplitudes TOn£ via the second-kind func-

t · 19 d 10ns, an choose the contour C sufficiently far to the right to 

insure convergence.
20 

The quantity £ may be thought of as the contin

uationof the angular momentum of ac, and n may be thought of as the 

helicityof the state N. The contribution of a Regge pole may be 

written as 

T £ 
On 

In the brick-wall frame of N and Pt, the Reggeon may bethought ,of 

as having momentum q = (O,O,O,2p) and helicityn. Squaring TN and 

Summing over all momenta Pl' .•• , PN andover all N, we obtain 

CJ1? = ~lJd£(2£ + 1) d£'(2C +1) L dO £(U d~(U*T:'(t,v). 
(21l) . n (14) n 

The contribution of any two Regge poles will be 

cr cr. ,* ~ R(t) ~R'(t) ~Rn,R'n 
R R - - -'1lb ac . ac 

RnR'n ' 
where Abb may be thought of as the absorptive part of a Reggeon-

particle forward scattering amplitude ~'n. We anticipate that as 

v ~OO, F itself will have Regge asymptotic behavior 

_RnR'n 
Itt' -> (16) 

where denotes the triple Reggeon coupling constant. Moreover, RnR'n 
we conjecture that, for a Reggeon with spacelike momentum, F has an 

analytic structure similar to a particle-particle scattering amplitude. 
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Then, defining F to be the scattering amplitude for Rb ~R'b, we can 

write FESR2l for F ± F, 

Presumably, .we" can extrapolate :from experience with two body. FESR to 

suggest that vI "must be chosen larger than theprolilinent resonances 

in the missing mass. However, if ab~ has exotic quantum numbers, 

then vI can "be6hosen quite small, corresponding to a lilissingmass as 

small as L5 or2 GeV. 

Finally, using Eq. (15) we can insert theFESR (17) into Eq. 

(14), which, after sumliling over all Regge poles R and R', yields our 

FESR [Eq. (9)]. If cosh t: is sufficiently large so that, in fact, the 

Regge poles in the acchannel dominate the quasi-two body amplitude, 

Eq. (14), we realize a triple Reggeon lililit in which fj is given by 

Eq. (11). [In going from Eq. (15) to Eq. (11), we have redefined the 

residues i3 
R to incorporate some numerical and t-dependent factors, 

and -?RR' 
ac" 
is the sum over helicities of Notice that, in 

is related to -b c ~ a this triple Regge lililit, the :fragmentation 

by line reversaL In particular, if ab is exotic,exchange degeneracy 

implies that there is no interference between Regge poles of opposite 

, t ~ b -b-
s~gna ures so that a ~ c = c ~ a. 

There are several assUmptions in the derivation which lead us to 

doubt the generality of the FESR,Eq. (9). For example, undoubtedly 

tt' Tnri is not just·thesum (albeit infinite) of Regge poles but undoubt-

edly there are important cut contributions coming :from various other 

production mechanisms. These can be investigatedlO within a multi

peripheral model and confirm our suspicion that we can expect Regge 
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poles to dominate these other contributions only. for cosh ~ 

sufficiently large so that the amplitude, Eq. (12), can be thought of 

as a quasi-two body scattering. Thus we expect that cosh t: is 

"sufficient~y large" when :t. is large, where if is the mass of the 

heaviest prominent resonances in the missing mas~ spectrum under the. 

int.egral in Eq. (9). In the special case when the lilissing mass .is 

exotic, we require (~\ large. 
VI) 

Silililarly, if we look at this from--the point of view of the 

" 12· .. 
three-body scattering amplitude, ," whose analytic structure. is not well 

understood, we expect complex singularities to undermine any attempt to 

rigorously establishEq. (9). However, we do expect our FESR to be 

satisfied in dual resonance models (s will have to be taken .. to be 

complex). 

In spite of th,ese lililitations, we think these FESR will be 

useful empirically. At best, the FESR will work somewhat outside the 

triple Reggeon region. At worst, they will enable one to det.ermine the 

.triple Reggeon couplings by averaging over resonances in the lilissing 

mass, a remarkable application in itself! 

I have enjoyed the criticism and advice of many of my colleagues, 

in particular, H. D. I. Abarbanel, K. Bardakci, R. N. cabn, J. D. 

Jackson, A. Schwimmer, C. Sorensen, H. P. Stapp, M. Suzuki, and M. A. 

Virasoro. 
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FIGURE TITLE 

Fig. 1. Limiting distributions from the point of view of three-body 

scattering. 
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